
Chapter 3

The RICH Alignment System

Ring imaging Cherenkov (RICH) detectors were proposed by J. Seguinot and T. Ypsi-

lantis in 1977 [69] and were first used for particle identification at the E605 experiment

at Fermilab in 1981 [70]. They have since been employed at a number of experiments,

including HERAb [71] and DELPHI [72]. At LHCb, particle identification is carried out

with two detectors, RICH1 and RICH2.

3.1 RICH Resolution

The LHCb RICH detectors combine the measurement of the Cherenkov angle with an

estimate of the momentum from the tracking system in order to determine a particle’s

identity. The ability to separate particle species is dependant upon the angular resolution

of the detector, as is shown below.

In the limit of small Cherenkov angles and for large momentum (p � m), Eqn. 2.2,

describing the relation between the Cherenkov angle, the refractive index of the radiative

material and the ratio of the velocity of the particle to that of the speed of light in a

vacuum becomes
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For two charged particles with the same momentum but di↵erent masses, the di↵erence

of the square of their Cherenkov angles is given by
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where �(m2) is the di↵erence in the masses of the two particles. Substituting in
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The maximum value the Cherenkov angle can take for a given refractive index of n is

when � = 1 and therefore Eqn. 2.1 simplifies to

cos(✓max) =
1

n
. (3.4)

When the value of the refractive index is close to a value of 1, i.e. (n � 1) ⌧ 1, then

Eqn. 3.4 can be approximated using a taylor expansion to

✓max ⇡
r

2(1 � 1

n
). (3.5)

Assuming that ✓
1

and ✓
2

can be approximated by ✓max and therefore substituting

Eqn. 3.5 into Eqn. 3.2 we get
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If the Cherenkov angles follow a Gaussian distribution of width �✓, then the number of

sigma, n�, separating two charged particles of the same momentum but di↵erent mass

is simply given by
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This equation makes clear that the particle identification performance is dependant upon

the resolution of the Cherenkov angle.

The Cherenkov resolution in the LHCb RICH detector is dominated by four sources of

uncertainty [50]:
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Table 3.1: Sources of Cherenkov angular uncertainty for each of the three RICH radi-
ators [50].

�(✓C)(mrad)
Aerogel C

4

F
10

CF
4

Emission point 0.4 0.8 0.2
Chromatic dispersion 2.1 0.9 0.5

Pixel size 0.5 0.6 0.2
Tracking 0.4 0.4 0.4

Total 2.6 1.5 0.7

• Emission point: When a track traverses a radiative material in the RICH de-

tectors, photons are emitted uniformly along its length. As the emission point

of a photon is unknown, the Cherenkov angle is reconstructed assuming that the

photon originated from the midpoint of the particle track through the medium.

The error in the emission point coupled with the tilted geometry of the spherical

mirrors causes the reconstructed Cherenkov angle to di↵er from the true value,

which leads to a smearing of the Cherenkov angle.

• Chromatic dispersion: The refractive index of the radiator has a dependance

upon the wavelength of the Cherenkov photons. As the wavelength of the photons

is unknown, the uncertainty in the refractive index leads to an uncertainty in the

Cherenkov angle.

• Pixel size: The finite size of the HPD pixels places a limit on the resolution.

• Tracking: The Cherenkov angle is measured with respect to tracks, therefore, un-

certainty in the track position results in an associated uncertainty in the Cherenkov

angle.

The magnitude of these sources of angular uncertainty are listed in Table. 3.1.

3.2 RICH Alignment and Calibration

The performance of the RICH detector depends strongly upon it being properly aligned

and calibrated, with the aim to get such errors to be small compared to the errors listed
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in the previous section.

A number of components are required to be aligned with an accuracy of 0.1 mrad

with respect to the tracking system. A sequential process is utilised, starting with

aligning the entire RICH detector with the global LHCb coordinates, followed by each

detector half, every mirror segment and ending with the alignment of the individual

HPD detectors [51]. Misalignment of the RICH detectors with respect to the tracking

results in a shift of the track from the centre of the corresponding Cherenkov ring. In

addition, a number of components need to be calibrated or monitored:

• HPD calibration: The HPD detectors are sensitive to stray magnetic fields from

the LHCb magnet. Although the HPD units are encased in magnetic shielding,

residual magnetic fields exist of up to 2.4 mT in RICH1 and 0.6 mT in RICH2 [51].

RICH1 and RICH2 have separate systems in order to calibrate the magnetic field,

although both employ a similar method. RICH1 has a dedicated calibration sys-

tem, the Magnetic Distortion Calibration System (MDCS), which produces a re-

producible pattern of light spots in order to illuminate the HPD array, which can

be compared with the magnet on and o↵. As the magnetic field is generally longi-

tudinal with respect to the axis of the tube, it tends to cause a rotation and slight

increase in size of the image. RICH2 employes a similar technique using a com-

mercial light projector. Using these methods the distortion due to the magnetic

field is reduced so that it is smaller than the irreducible uncertainty due to the

finite pixel size [11].

In addition, the magnetic field strength inside the HPD can change on the timescale

of hours, therefore additional corrections are calculated. This is carried out for

each HPD using a procedure which fits a circle to the HPD image.

• Refractive index calibration: The refractive index of the gas radiators has a

dependance upon the ambient temperature and pressure, which requires correc-

tions be applied on the timescale of hours. High momentum charged particle tracks

are used to calculate the di↵erence between the expected and measured Cherenkov
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angle, the distribution of which peaks at zero for an aligned system. The refractive

index of the aerogel does not change as a function of time [51].

Additionally, the purity of the gas radiators is monitored by measuring the speed

of sound in the gas. The purity is also periodically checked with the aid of a gas

chromatograph [11].

• Mirror alignment: The individual mirror segments that make up the primary

and secondary mirrors of RICH1 and RICH2 are aligned to the tracking system.

The mirror alignment procedure is detailed in the next section.

Additionally, a selection of mirror segments in RICH1 and RICH2 are monitored

for stability using a laser beam and cameras, which detects movement of the ref-

erence mirrors [11].

3.3 RICH Mirror Alignment Procedure

In the RICH detectors, Cherenkov radiation is focused onto HPD detectors, which lie

outside of the LHCb acceptance, using a combination of spherical ‘primary’ mirrors and

flat ‘secondary’ mirrors. Due to their large size, the primary and secondary mirror planes

are subdivided into a number of smaller segments, RICH1 consisting of 4 primary and

16 secondary mirrors, and RICH2 having 56 primary and 40 secondary mirrors. The

mirrors are classified, depending on which side of the beam pipe they lie, into ‘left-hand

side’ and ‘right-hand side’ mirrors. The division and numbering of the RICH2 mirrors

are shown in Fig. 3.1.

A change in alignment of the RICH mirrors results in a shift of the Cherenkov photons

in the HPD plane as show in Fig. 3.2. However, the reconstructed extrapolated position

of the associated track on the HPD plane will not change. This results in a displacement

of the track from the centre of the associated Cherenkov ring.

The RICH mirror alignment procedure is carried out with collision data, using a method

based on that developed by the HERAb experiment [71]. A misaligned mirror can be

discerned by analysing the di↵erence between the measured Cherenkov angle, ✓C , and
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Because the magnification factors are slightly altered after the mirror adjustment, we
are unable to find the final solution of the system of equations in one pass. Therefore,
we iterate over the same data until the calculated remaining misalignments, �y

p, �z
p, �y

s

and �z
s , are less than 0.1 mrad.

3.4.2 RICH2 alignment

The geometrical layout of the RICH2 detector is significantly di�erent to that of
RICH1, and therefore we cannot find the mirror misalignments with the same method.

The RICH2 detector has 56 primary (mostly hexagonal) and 40 secondary (rectangu-
lar) mirror segments. Each hexagonal segment can be inscribed in a circle of a radius of
r
m

= 251 mm. The maximum base radius of the Cherenkov cones on the primary mir-
rors is r

Ch

= 55 mm, therefore probability of having a ring imaged by only one primary
mirror segment is p

Ch

⇡ 1 � r
Ch

/r
m

⇡ 78%, which makes easier pattern recognition and
correction in case of mirror misalignments [10].

All mirrors are divided into two decoupled systems: 48 on the left of the beam, and
48 on the right of the beam. This gives 96 unknown parameters for each side (tilts
around y and z axes for each mirror). Their numbering schema is shown in Fig. 6
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Figure 6: RICH2 mirror segmentation and the numbering schema, viewed along the beam.
The beampipe is at the centre.

However, only 47 out of 48 possible tilts around each axis are independent, because
if we simultaneously rotate all primary mirrors by one angle and all secondary mirrors
by the corresponding angle in the opposite direction, the ring position will not change.

Tables 4, 5 and 6 – each in its own way – present the set of pairs chosen for the
alignment procedure. The goal is to have consistent system of equations for determining
the individual misalignments. In particular, it is seen (most apparently from Table 6),
that each secondary mirror is paired with at least two primary mirrors. Overall, use-
ful mirror pairs are selected such that all mirrors are linked together. By fixing the

10

Figure 3.1: The RICH2 mirror segmentation and numbering schema, viewed in x, y
plane with the beampipe at the center.
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Figure 3.1: Mirror numbering convention for (a) the spherical mirror plane, and (b)
the flat mirror plane in the left-hand side of RICH2. The gap next to spherical mirror
12 is for the beam pipe.

a) b)

Figure 2: a) Schematic illustration of how rotational misalignment of a RICH
mirror (a RICH2 primary mirror rotated around y-axis in this example) causes
shift of the actual centre P � of the Cherenkov ring on the photon detector plane.
b) The expected Cherenkov angle projection ✓

C

and the reconstructed Cherenkov
angle ✓, are displayed shifted by �z and �y. P marks position of the extrapolated
track projection calculated without corrections for the misalignment of the mirrors,
while P � is the actual (unknown) position of the centre of the ring. Cherenkov
angles ✓ are evaluated relative to P , and therefore, vary with �.

The momentum of the track, p, is measured by the LHCb tracking stations.61

� is the refractive index of the radiator of the RICH detector traversed by the62

charged particle. We select high momentum tracks: in this limit the mass63

di�erence between pions and kaons becomes insignificant and the Cherenkov64

angle is said to reach saturation. At saturation all particles tend to the same65

value of �
C

. We can approximate all particles to be pions, thus the mass, m, is66

assumed to be that of a charged pion. Figure 3 shows the saturation of �
C

in67

the RICH1 gaseous radiator. An aligned system results in �� being constant68

with �. It can be seen from Fig. 2 that any small enough misalignment69

results in an approximately sinusoidal distribution of �� against �.70

Theoretically, to associate “Cherenkov angle” with a photon hit at the71

detector plane, we need to “reconstruct” the photon, i.e. to appropriately72

connect its point of emission, via two reflections, with the given hit. Analysis73

of MC events has shown [4] that to reduce noise from the photons falsely74

associated with a given track, only “unambiguous” hits should be chosen.75

An “unambiguous” hit yields reflection of the corresponding hypothetical76

photon o� the same pair of mirrors even if assumed to be emitted at the77

4

Figure 3.2: The e↵ect of a tilted mirror segment. A small tilt causes a shift of the
Cherenkov photon on the HPD plane, resulting in a translation of the photon ring [40].

Figure 3.2: Schematic illustration of the e↵ect of a misaligned mirror segment. A small
tilt of the primary mirror causes a shift of the Cherenkov photons on the HPD plane.

the expected Cherenkov angle for an aligned system, ✓
0

, as a function of the azimuthal

angle, � around the ring. This di↵erence can be written as

�✓ = ✓C � ✓
0

(3.8)

In a misaligned system �✓ will have a dependance on �, as show in Fig. 3.3(a), whereas

in an aligned system there will be no dependance, as in Fig. 3.3(b).

The mirror alignment is carried out with high momentum tracks. At high momentum the

Cherenkov angles of the di↵erent particles tends to the same value, as shown in Fig. 2.13,
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Figure 3.4: �✓ vs. � histograms for one of the RICH1 mirror pairs (a) before and (b)
after mirror alignment [40].

Using the relations
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✓x

✓r
and sin =

✓y

✓r
, (3.12)

Equation 3.11 can be written as
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�
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✓
✓x

✓r
cos�� ✓y
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◆
= ✓y sin�� ✓x cos�. (3.13)

Making the assumption that misalignments are small, i.e. �✓, ✓r ⌧ ✓
0

, Equation 3.13

becomes

�✓ = ✓y sin�� ✓x cos�. (3.14)

Here ✓x and ✓y represent the combined tilts of spherical and flat mirrors about the x and

y axes1. Such a distribution can be seen in Figure 3.4 for photons reflecting from one

spherical segment and one flat segment in RICH1, before and after mirror alignment,

using real collision data.

To measure misalignments of all of the individual mirror segments, a system of simul-

taneous equations is used [40], each of which represents a “mirror pair” (a pairing of

a spherical and a flat segment, for example, spherical mirror 12 and flat mirror 9 in

RICH2, referred to as mirror pair 1209). The list of mirror pairs is chosen so that each

flat mirror is paired with at least two spherical mirrors.

1�
x

and �
y

also incorporate “magnification coe�cients” which relate the displacement of the
Cherenkov rings to physical mirror tilts.

(a)
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Figure 3.4: �✓ vs. � histograms for one of the RICH1 mirror pairs (a) before and (b)
after mirror alignment [40].
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, Equation 3.13

becomes

�✓ = ✓y sin�� ✓x cos�. (3.14)

Here ✓x and ✓y represent the combined tilts of spherical and flat mirrors about the x and

y axes1. Such a distribution can be seen in Figure 3.4 for photons reflecting from one

spherical segment and one flat segment in RICH1, before and after mirror alignment,

using real collision data.

To measure misalignments of all of the individual mirror segments, a system of simul-

taneous equations is used [40], each of which represents a “mirror pair” (a pairing of

a spherical and a flat segment, for example, spherical mirror 12 and flat mirror 9 in

RICH2, referred to as mirror pair 1209). The list of mirror pairs is chosen so that each

flat mirror is paired with at least two spherical mirrors.
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x

and �
y

also incorporate “magnification coe�cients” which relate the displacement of the
Cherenkov rings to physical mirror tilts.

(b)

Figure 3.3: �✓ vs. � for a mirror pair in the RICH1 detector (a) before alignment
(b) after alignment.

68 Chapter 5. RICH detectors
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Figure 5.2: An exaggerated misalignment between LHCb’s RICH and tracking systems is shown
projected on to the photon detector plane as a translation, ✓r, of the track away from the centre
of the Cherenkov ring (black dot ! white dot). For a given Cherenkov photon, this translation
results in a change to the measured radius, �✓ = ✓

C

� ✓
0

, which is dependent on ring angle, �.

where  is the opening angle of the right-angled triangle formed by �x and �y. Substituting

for Eqn. 5.3 gives:

(�
0

+ ��)2 = �2

0

+ �2

r � 2�
0

�r cos(�+  )

�2

0

+ 2�
0

�� + ��2 = �2

0

+ �2

r � 2�
0

�r cos(�+  )

�� +
1

2�
0

(��2 � �2

r) = ��r cos(�+  ) .

The cosine of the two summed angles can be expanded,

= ��r[cos� cos � sin� sin ]

and using the trigonometric relations for the right-angled triangle (�x, �y, �r),

= ��r

�
�x

�r
cos�� �y

�r
sin�

�

= �y sin�� �x cos� .

For small misalignments, i.e. small �r and ��, this equation may be reduced to:

�� ⇡ �y sin�� �x cos� . (5.4)

5.4.2 Simulations

Misalignments of various components in the RICH system can be simulated within the

LHCb software framework (Section 4.2.8). This framework is modular, allowing any step to

Figure 3.4: Schematic illustration of Cherenkov ring misalignment, with the misalign-
ment exaggerated for illustrative purposes.The actual Cherenkov ring centre is displaced
by a distance ✓

r

from the reconstructed track trajectory, which is shown as an empty
circle. The reconstructed Cherenkov angle is shown by ✓

C

and the expected Cherenkov
angle is ✓0. The horizontal and vertical displacements are given by ✓

x

and ✓
y

. [73].

which is known as ‘saturation’. All particles can then be approximated as pions, and

the mass can be assumed to be that of a pion. In RICH2 a minimum momentum of

40 GeV is used for alignment.

The horizontal and vertical components of the translation between the expected ring

centre and misaligned ✓x and ✓y as shown in Fig. 3.4, can be related to ��. The relation-

ship between ✓C , ✓
0

and the displacement of the ring centre with respect to the track,

✓r is derived, following the example in Ref. [73], firstly using the cosine rule

✓2

C = ✓2

0

+ ✓2

r � 2✓
0

✓r cos(�+  ) (3.9)
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where  is the angle of the right handed triangle that is formed by the displacement

components of ✓x and ✓y. Adding in Eqn. 3.8 the expression becomes

(✓
0

+ �✓)2 = ✓2

0

+ ✓2

r � 2✓
0

✓r cos(�+  ) (3.10)

which can be rearranged to

�✓ +
1

2✓
0

(�✓2 � ✓2

r) = �✓r cos(�+  ) (3.11)

Expanding the cosine of the summed angles leads to

�✓ +
1

2✓
0

(�✓2 � ✓2

r) = �✓r(cos� cos � sin� sin ) (3.12)

which, using trigonometric relations for sin� and cos�, becomes

�✓ +
1

2✓
0

(�✓2 � ✓2

r) = ✓y sin�� ✓x cos� (3.13)

This can be approximated for small misalignments to

�✓ = ✓y sin�� ✓x cos�. (3.14)

where ✓x and ✓y represent the combined tilts of the primary and secondary mirrors in

the x and y direction. They therefore incorporate factors that relate the displacement

of the Cherenkov rings to actual physical mirror tilts, called ‘magnification coe�cients’.

The individual mirror tilts in the y direction are given by

ltot✓y ⇡ lpri2↵y � lsec2�y (3.15)

where ltot is the total path of the photons to the photodetectors, lpri is the total length

from the primary mirror and lsec is the length from the secondary mirror and ↵y and

�yrepresents the tilt in the y direction of the primary and secondary mirror respectively.

The factor 2 arises, as a rotation of a mirror by an angle ✓ results in a deflection of the
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mirrors by 2✓ in the HPD plane, as shown in Fig. 3.2. Rearranging Eqn. 3.15 gives

✓y ⇡ lpri

ltot
2↵y � lsec

ltot
2�y ⇡ Ay↵y + By�y (3.16)

where Ay and By are the magnification coe�cients in the y direction. Similarly, the tilts

in the x direction are given by

✓x ⇡ lpri

ltot
2↵x +

lsec
ltot

2�x ⇡ Ax↵x + By�x (3.17)

In RICH2, in order to calculate the misalignment of the individual mirrors, a system

of equations of primary and secondary ‘mirror pairs’ is used. The pairs are chosen so

that each secondary mirror is paired with at least two primary mirrors, such that all the

mirrors are linked together on each side of the beam pipe. One primary mirror is fixed

in position on the left hand side (primary mirror 12, as shown in Fig. 3.1) and right

hand side (primary 43) of the mirrors, which allows the misalignment of the associated

secondary mirror to be found with respect to the fixed mirror. In turn the now aligned

secondary mirror’s position is fixed to enable the next primary mirror in the chain to

be aligned. This process is repeated until all mirrors have been aligned. The system

and sequence of mirror pairs for the left hand side mirrors is illustrated in Fig 3.5. The

mirrors chosen are from the strongest pair populations in each primary mirror.

For each mirror pair, the distribution of �✓ verses � is plotted in 20 bins of �. Inside

each of the 20 bins, the �✓ distribution is fitted with a Gaussian for the signal, and the

background is fitted with a second order polynomial, in order to extract the peak value

of �✓, as shown in Fig. 3.6. The peak value of �✓ for each of the 20 bins in � is plotted

and is fitted with an equation of the form of Eqn. 3.16, as is shown in Fig. 3.3(a), in

order to extract the misalignment coe�cients.

As it is not known where along a track’s path in the radiator a photon is emitted, it is

assumed all photons are emitted at the path midpoint. In order to reduce the background

in the alignment, only photons where the reconstruction results in it being reflected by

the same primary and secondary mirror pair regardless of where it was emitted along

the track, are used. Such photons are known as ‘unambiguous’ photons.
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Table 4: Chosen 47 p, s (primary,secondary) mirror combinations grouped by primary mirror
numbers (left-hand side of RICH2).

27,19 26,18 25,17 24,16
22,19 21,18 20,17 20,16

23,15 22,15 21,14 20,13
19,15 18,14 17,13 16,12
19,11 18,10 17,9 16,8
15,11 14,11 14,10 13,10 13,9 12,9 12,8
11,11 10,10 9,9 8,8
11,7 10,6 9,5 8,4
7,7 6,7 5,6 4,5

6,3 5,2 4,1 4,0
3,3 2,2 1,1 0,0

combined with at least two secondary mirrors. Overall, useful mirror combinations are
selected such that all mirrors are linked together. By fixing the misalignment of one of
the primary mirrors (12) we find the misalignment of the secondary mirror with which
it forms a combination. This secondary mirror also forms combination with another
primary mirror which allows to find its misalignment in turn. This linking continues until
all mirrors in each side of RICH2 are related.

3 02 1

3 2 1 0

7 46 5

15 1214 13

7 6 5 4

11 10 9 8

15 14 13 12

19 18 17 16

11 810 9

19 1618 17

27 2426 25

23 2022 21

Figure 7: RICH2 (left-hand side) mirror combining and the system of equations solving schema.
Grey square boxes – secondary mirrors, hexagonal or trapezoidal boxes – primary ones. Arrows
show the substitution sequence (starting with primary 12, which is fixed) while solving the
system of equations 3.

Consistent set of combinations is not unique. So we have chosen the set with maximal

11

Figure 3.5: Schematic diagram illustrating the system of equations linking all primary
mirrors (grey squares) and secondary mirrors (red hexagon and half-hexagon) on the
left hand side of the beam pipe, with numbering corresponding to Fig 3.1. Arrows
indicate the sequence in which the misalignments are solved, starting from the fixed
primary mirror 12.
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Figure 3.5: (a) A sinusoidal fit to the � distribution of the �✓ peak positions for RICH2
mirror pair 2218. (b) A fit to the � slice between 162� and 180� degrees.

Each of the �✓ vs. � distributions (one per mirror pair) is divided into twenty slices

in �. To find the �✓ peak position of each � slice, the �✓ projections are fit with a

Gaussian signal component plus a first order polynomial background component. An

example is shown in Figure 3.5 for mirror pair 2218 in RICH2. Once all of the peak

positions are found, their � distribution is fit with a sinusoidal function of the form

shown in Equation 3.14, allowing extraction of misalignment parameters.

To enable accurate estimation of the expected Cherenkov angle, ✓
0

, only high momen-

tum tracks are used. This is because as momentum increases, the Cherenkov angle

values of di↵erent particle species tend towards the same saturation value. Therefore

all high momentum tracks can be assumed to be pions (Equation 3.4 shows that the

Cherenkov angle is independent of the particle mass at high momentum). In addition,

only “unambiguous” photons are used to populate the histograms. A photon is declared

unambiguous if the reconstruction results in it reflecting o↵ the same pair of mirrors re-

gardless of how far along the track it is emitted. This is useful for removing background

from the �✓ vs. � histograms.

The alignment procedure is iterative: at the end of each iteration, the misalignment

parameters are entered into the CondDB. Subsequent iterations use the updated pa-

rameters from previous iterations. The procedure ends when all of the x and y tilt

corrections for every mirror pair are less than 0.1 mrad.

Figure 3.6: �✓ distribution in � bin between 162� and 180� for RICH2, fitted with a
Gaussian for the signal and a second order polynomial for the background [74].

The alignment is an iterative process because the magnification coe�cients are slightly

altered after the mirrors are adjusted. Therefore, the same data is re-reconstructed with

the results of the previous alignment incorporated and the distributions of �✓ verses �

are fitted again in order to extract new alignment parameters. The process is repeated

until the remaining misalignments are less than 0.1 mrad.
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The number of Cherenkov photons required to adequately fill the �✓ vs � plot for all

of the RICH2 mirror pairs is approximately 500 thousand. However, in order to achieve

these populations it is necessary to reconstruct approximately 5 million events [75]. The

main reasons for the high number of events that need reconstructing are

• Particle density: The density of particles in the LHCb detector is very much

higher towards the beam pipe, as is shown in Fig. 3.7, therefore it is di�cult to

fill the lower populated ‘outer’ mirror pairs.

• Non-uniform � distribution: Tests show that for the �✓ verses � plots to

converge, at least 16 of the 20 bins in � require at least 300 photons [75]. The �

distribution can be very non-uniform and therefore it can be di�cult to su�ciently

populate the required number of � bins.

• Ambiguous photons: Data samples used for alignment are composed of approx-

imately 25 % ambiguous photons, which cannot be used.
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3.4 RICH2 HLT Track Pre-selection

The LHC will restart after Long Shutdown 1 (LS1) in 2015. After LS1, HLT1 and HLT2

will be decoupled and events will be temporarily bu↵ered after they are accepted by

HLT1 [76]. Whilst the events are bu↵ered, the detector alignment and calibration will

be performed and this information will be used when data is processed at HLT2. This

will allow the HLT2 selections to be tightened, which will increase the purity of the data

written to disk for analysis.

The RICH2 mirror alignment procedure uses a significant amount of CPU time, due to

the large amount of data that need to be reconstructed. The changes to the structure

of the HLT necessitate that the RICH2 mirror alignment procedure is speeded up, due

to the limited time that the data can be bu↵ered.

It was proposed that suitable alignment data for each mirror pair could be pre-selected

in HLT2 using only the track position in the plane of the RICH2 primary mirror (as

RICH photons are not reconstructed in HLT2). This process requires that within every

primary mirror a ‘sub-area’ is found such that the tracks, and therefore the associated

Cherenkov photons, reflect primarily on a specific secondary mirror.

Two considerations suggest that it may be possible to select such sub-areas. Firstly, in

RICH2, each primary mirror reflects on only a limited number of secondary mirrors, as

is shown in Fig. 3.8. Secondly, Cherenkov rings are mostly reflected by only one primary

mirror; the probability for a Cherenkov ring being imaged by only one primary mirror

segment is

p
1mirr ⇡ 1 � rC

rm
⇡ 78% (3.18)

where rm is the radius of a circle of circumference 251 mm, which can inscribe the

hexagonal mirror segments, rC is the maximum base radius of the Cherenkov cones,

which is 55 mm [77].

HLT pre-selection could significantly reduce the amount of data that is reconstructed

for the mirror alignment. Additionally, as the selection only depends on the HLT track

information, it should not be an additional large CPU overhead on the HLT processing.
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Reducing the number of events to be reconstructed, from ⇠ 5 million to 50 thousand,

means the HLT pre-selection could speed up the RICH2 alignment by approximately

two orders of magnitude.
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Figure 7: Strongest populations of mirror pairs in the left-hand side of RICH2 prior to the
selection, normalized to the largest population. The histogram titles show the spherical mirror
segment numbers, and the y-axis labels show the numbers of flat mirror segments paired with
the respective spherical segments.

13

Figure 3.8: Strongest population of mirror pairs in the left hand of the RICH2, nor-
malised to the largest population. Histogram titles show the primary mirror number,
and the y-axis label show the secondary mirror number [74]
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3.5 HLT Track Pre-selection

The aim of the HLT track pre-selection is to minimise the amount of data that needs

to be reconstructed to run the RICH2 mirror alignment. However, the data required to

populate the pre-selection cannot exceed the data available in the period over which the

alignment is to be run, which for the RICH mirrors is approximately 5 hours [78] and is

termed a ‘fill’.

As such, in order to select suitable sub-areas of each primary mirror, the e�ciency of

reconstructing suitable photons from tracks over each primary mirror was investigated.

Using this ‘reconstruction’ e�ciency, sub-areas with the highest e�ciency were selected

that could populate the mirror alignment with the data available from a fill.

Tests were carried out using data from the 2012 ‘Mini bias’ line, which best replicates the

minimal selections on the data in HLT2. Saturated tracks, with a minimum momentum

of 40 GeV, were used, in line with the requirements for alignment.

The feasibility of the pre-selection is studied in Sec. 3.6 and two separate methods of

obtaining suitable sub-areas are examined in Sec. 3.7 and Sec. 3.8

3.6 Test Reconstruction E�ciency

As a test of the viability of the HLT pre-selection, an exercise was carried out using only

unambiguous RICH2 photons to examine if sub-areas exist within each primary mirror

where the Cherenkov photons reflect only onto a particular secondary mirror.

For each mirror pair the reconstruction e�ciency was calculated as

✏reco
� =

Npair
�

Nprimary
�

(3.19)

where Npair
� is the number of photons reflecting only on the relevant mirror pair and

Nprimary
� is the number of photons that reflect on the relevant primary mirror and onto

any secondary mirror. An ansatz binning of size 30 mm in the x and y direction was

used.
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An example reconstruction e�ciency for mirror pair primary mirror 12 and secondary

mirror 9 (p12s9) is shown in Fig. 3.9. The right hand side of the mirror has a e�ciency of

⇠ 1, which means that this region is largely only hit by photons which are then reflected

by secondary mirror 9. This suggests that it may be possible to choose an sub-area of

this primary mirror, which could then be used to select tracks which largely only have

p12s9 photons.
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Figure 3.9: E�ciency for photons reflected o↵ primary mirror 12 and secondary mirror
9 as a function of the x, y co-ordinates of primary mirror 12. The beam pipe is at the
origin.

3.7 Track Reconstruction E�ciency

The test exercise in the previous section was carried out using only photons. However, in

order to pre-select suitable tracks by their position, the relationship between the photons

and the tracks must be examined.

The amount of data to be reconstructed by the pre-selection will be minimised if all

the associated Cherenkov photons from a selected track are suitable for alignment. Ad-

ditionally, this will lead to the pre-selected photons having an approximately uniform

� distribution. This means the 20 � bins used in the alignment will approximately
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be uniformly filled, which will also minimise the amount of data to be reconstructed.

Therefore, for each mirror pair the ‘track reconstruction’ e�ciency was calculated as

✏reco =
Npair

Nprimary
(3.20)

where Npair is the number of tracks where all of the associated photons are classed as

‘unambiguous’ and reflect from a particular mirror pair and Nprimary is the total number

of tracks that reflect o↵ the relevant primary mirror. An ansatz binning of size 30 mm

in the x and y direction was used.

The reconstruction e�ciency for p12s9 can be seen in Fig. 3.10(a); regions in the right

hand side of this mirror pair have an e�ciency greater than 0.8. However, approximately

half of all the mirror pairs had an e�ciency ⇡ 0, as is shown for p17s9 in Fig. 3.10(b).

Although only 25 % of photons are ambiguous and are largely distributed along the edges

of the mirrors, as can be seen in Fig. 3.11(a), tests show that approximately 84 % of

tracks have at least one ambiguous photon, with the position of such tracks distributed

over a much larger area, as displayed in Fig. 3.11(b). Additionally, approximately 84 %

of tracks have photons that reflect on more than one primary or secondary mirror.

Overall, 90 % of tracks have at least one ambiguous photon or photons that reflect o↵

more than one primary or secondary mirror, which would therefore be excluded from

contributing to Npair, leading to low e�ciencies.

As such, the requirement that all of the Cherenkov photons are unambiguous and are

reflected o↵ the same mirror pair is not suitable to be used as a selection criteria for at

least half of the mirrors. An alternative method is examined in the next section.

3.8 � Weighted Reconstruction E�ciency

In the previous section, entire tracks were assigned to either the numerator and/or de-

nominator of the e�ciency. As this method was found to be unsuitable, the ‘� weighted’

reconstruction e�ciency was calculated by considering individual photons, rather than

whole tracks. However, as the desired aim is to pre-select data by track position, the
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Figure 3.10: E�ciency for tracks where all photons reflected o↵ (a) primary mirror 12
and Sec 9 and (b) primary mirror 17 and Sec 9, as a function of the x, y co-ordinates
in the plane of the primary mirror. The beam pipe is at the origin.
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Figure 3.11: E�ciency for (a) unambiguous photons (b) tracks containing at least one
unambiguous photon, as a function of the x, y co-ordinates in the plane of the primary
mirror. The beam pipe is at the origin.

track position in the primary mirror plane was used in place of the photon position in

calculation of the e�ciency.

Tests showed that sub-areas with non-uniform � distributions can require orders of

magnitude more data be reconstructed in order to populate at least 16 of the 20 bins

in � su�ciently. Therefore, the reconstruction e�ciency was weighted by a factor, W�,

which accounts for how much extra data must be reconstructed due to the non-uniform

� distribution. The reconstruction e�ciency was therefore calculated as

✏reco
� =

Npair
�

Nprimary
�

⇥ W� (3.21)
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Table 3.2: Example mirror pairs, showing the reconstruction e�ciency, the x and y
co-ordinates in the plane of the RICH2 primary mirrors in mm of selected sub-areas
and the number of events required to pass through the RICH2 to find the requisite data
to carry out the alignment for that mirror pair.

Mirror pair ✏reco
� Xstart Xend Ystart Yend Events required

p12s9 0.71 330 360 -100 100 3800
p12s8 0.5 125 150 115 117 140000
p16s12 0.59 50 150 388 424 63000
p20s12 0.47 92 138 626 662 970000
p24s16 0.71 50 75 840 870 4200000

where Npair
� is the number of unambiguous photons that reflect on a particular mirror

pair and Nprimary
� is the total number of photons that reflect o↵ the relevant primary

mirror, including ambiguous photons.

In order to select sub-areas of optimum position and dimension a ‘variable binning’ pro-

cedure was used on the � weighted e�ciency. This process calculated the reconstruction

e�ciency, varying the bin size from a minimum in x or y of 25 mm up to a maximum

of 250 mm, in steps of 5 mm. The minimum bin size was chosen so that that bins were

su�ciently populated, even in the low occupancy mirrors. The highest e�ciency bin out

of all possible combinations was selected, provided that the selected area could populate

the mirror alignment with the data available from a fill.

The � weighted e�ciency distribution with the binning containing the highest e�ciency

bin (shown in red) for mirror pair p12s9 is shown in Fig. 3.12. As displayed in Ta-

ble. 3.2, the selected sub-area was of size 30 mm in the x direction and 200 mm in the

y direction. The reconstruction e�ciency for this sub area is 0.71, which means that for

tracks selected because they pass though this area, approximately 70 % of the associated

photons are suitable for alignment of p12s9. For this mirror pair, the number of events

required to pass through the RICH2 detector in order to populate 16 out of 20 � bins,

with at least 300 photons via this subarea is approximately 3800. Information about

further example mirror pair sub-areas are displayed in Table. 3.2.
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Figure 3.12: Phi weighted e�ciency for p12s9 as a function of the x,y co-ordinates of
primary mirror 12. The beam pipe is at the origin.

3.9 Conclusions

A procedure to pre-select tracks by track position, has been developed. It will be used

to pre-select tracks in the HLT to evenly populate the mirror pairs that are used for

alignment of the RICH2 mirrors, reducing greatly the amount of data that must be

reconstructed. This will allow the RICH mirror alignment to be carried out in a timely

manner whilst the collision data is temporarily bu↵ered on disk and will also save CPU

resources.

The average � weighted reconstruction e�ciency using this procedure is ⇠ 50 %. To

populate the RICH2 alignment requires a minimum of ⇠ 550 thousand photons, or

approximately 10 thousand tracks and associated photons. Using the selection procedure

only 20 thousand tracks and associated photons, will need to be reconstructed. This

potentially represents an reduction in the amount of data that needs to be reconstructed

of around two orders of magnitude.

Work is ongoing to turn the selection criteria into a HLT2 line.
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